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Not Over Yet: Sidney Powell Appeals Voter-fraud Lawsuit
to 11th Circuit Court

AP Images

Attorney Sidney Powell is filing an
emergency appeal with the 11th Circuit in
response to a federal judge’s dismissal of
her challenge to Georgia’s presidential
election results.

Powell’s action takes place on the “safe
harbor” day, which, according to federal
statute, is the last day for election disputes
to be resolved before Congress is required
to accept the results.

“Plaintiffs request this Court immediately
transmit this notice of appeal to the
Eleventh Circuit so that that court may
docket the matter,” Powell said in her notice
of appeal, “thus enabling Plaintiffs to
proceed as quickly as possible to have these
urgent issues of national importance
addressed.”

U.S. District Court Judge Timothy Batten on Monday dismissed the lawsuit during a hearing on the
grounds of Powell’s clients’ delay in bringing their claims. On the same day, a Michigan federal judge
denied Powell’s request for an injunction to block the state’s election officials from sending current
results to the Electoral College.

“The time has passed to provide most of the relief Plaintiffs request in their Amended Complaint; the
remaining relief is beyond the power of any court,” wrote Judge Linda Parker, who concluded that the
case is moot. Parker further said that, in that case, the plaintiff’s claims were barred because they did
not follow the proper procedure at the proper time.

“Plaintiffs did not avail themselves of the remedies established by the Michigan legislature. The
deadline for them to do so has passed,” the judge said. “Any avenue for this Court to provide
meaningful relief has been foreclosed.”

Powell’s Georgia lawsuit claims Biden won the state due to foreign interference, problems with
absentee ballots, and the use of ballot machines to switch votes.

Sidney Powell was formerly an official member of the Trump post-election legal team along with
attorney Jenna Ellis and former New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani. As of November 22, however, Powell
has been practicing law on her own on behalf of President Trump’s cause.

Powell has spoken in detail about the plot to steal the presidential election through the use of Dominion
Voting machines in various states. The attorney told Lou Dobbs last month:

I can hardly wait to put forth all the evidence we have collected on Dominion, starting with
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the fact that it was created to produce altered voting results in Venezuela for Hugo Chavez
and then shipped internationally to manipulate votes for purchase in other countries —
including this one.

It was funded by money from Venezuela and Cuba, and China has a role in it also. So, if you
want to talk about foreign election interference, we certainly have it now.

We have staggering statistical evidence. We have staggering testimony from witnesses,
including one who was personally in briefings when all of this was discussed and planned,
beginning with Hugo Chavez and how it was designed there, and then saw it happening in
the country.

Also last month, Powell told Newsmax that President Trump won “at least 80 million votes,” but that
Dominion technology manipulated the results to obscure the president’s real numbers.

“We have sworn witness testimony of why the software was designed. It was designed to rig elections.
[One witness] was fully briefed on it. He saw it happen in other countries. It was exported
internationally for profit by people [who] are behind Smartmatic and Dominion,” she explained about
how they came to knowledge about the rigging.

Lieutenant General Michael Flynn, whom Powell previously represented, has in recent days said that
sources have given him similar information to the attorney’s, arguing that China is involved in a Deep
State coup against President Trump. Flynn also shared a post on Twitter calling on the commander-in-
chief to institute martial law to allow the U.S. military to oversee a new election if state legislators, the
courts, and Congress do not follow the Constitution.

#WeThePeople @SidneyPowell1 @LLinWood @DanScavino @LouDobbs @MariaBartiromo
@marklevinshow @lofly727

Freedom never kneels except for God ���https://t.co/Vrn3UeyDoF

— General Flynn (@GenFlynn) December 1, 2020

Retired Air Force Lieutenant General Thomas McInerney, who served an illustrious career in top
military positions and is a friend of Flynn, has also repeatedly said that Dominion servers are being
analyzed by the government after being seized during a Special Forces raid of a CIA facility in
Frankfurt, Germany.

The reality of the fraud is undeniable at this point. The question is, will the government officials we
have entrusted to protect the Republic in the face of such a crisis take the action necessary? Or will
they find it easier to turn a blind eye while the Constitution is destroyed right in front of us?
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